
1. Ionosphere 1. Ionosphere –– What is it? Where is it? Why What is it? Where is it? Why 

do we care?do we care?
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Ionosphere and Ionosphere and PlasmaspherePlasmasphere



Sun – Earth System Overview



Earth’s Upper Atmosphere (and most of the Solar System):Earth’s Upper Atmosphere (and most of the Solar System):

A Natural PlasmaA Natural Plasma

• Plasma is the fourth state of matter

• The universe is filled with plasma

• Extreme ultraviolet output from the 
Sun creates a plasma in Earth’s upper 
atmosphere through ionization



2.2. What is it made of?   Scale Heights.  Different regions (D/E/F What is it made of?   Scale Heights.  Different regions (D/E/F --

importance of different processes in different regions). importance of different processes in different regions). 

How does it form? Production/Loss Mechanisms How does it form? Production/Loss Mechanisms 



Distinct Regions in the Ionosphere Form because:Distinct Regions in the Ionosphere Form because:

The Solar spectrum deposits its energy at various The Solar spectrum deposits its energy at various 

heights depending on the absorption characteristics heights depending on the absorption characteristics 

of the atmosphere.of the atmosphere.

The physics of recombination depends on the The physics of recombination depends on the 

atmospheric density which changes with height.atmospheric density which changes with height.

The composition of the atmosphere changes with The composition of the atmosphere changes with 

height height 



Scale HeightScale Height

A A scale heightscale height is a term often used in scientific contexts for a distance is a term often used in scientific contexts for a distance 
over which a quantity decreases by a factor of over which a quantity decreases by a factor of ee.. It is usually It is usually 
denoted by the capital letter denoted by the capital letter HH..

For planetary atmospheres, it is the vertical distance upwards, For planetary atmospheres, it is the vertical distance upwards, over over 
which the which the pressurepressure of the atmosphere decreases by a factor of of the atmosphere decreases by a factor of e.e.
The scale height remains constant for a particular temperature. The scale height remains constant for a particular temperature. It It 
can be calculated bycan be calculated by
�� H = H = kTkT/Mg/Mg

where:where:

kk = = gas constantgas constant = 8.314 = 8.314 J·(molJ·(mol K)−1 K)−1 

TT = mean molecular = mean molecular temperaturetemperature in in kelvinskelvins

MM = mean = mean molecular massmolecular mass of dry air (units kg·mol−1) of dry air (units kg·mol−1) 

gg = = accelerationacceleration due to gravity on planetary surface (m/s²) due to gravity on planetary surface (m/s²) 

http://www.answers.com/topic/scalehttp://www.answers.com/topic/scale--height?catheight?cat=technology=technology



CompositionComposition

At heights over 100 km, molecular At heights over 100 km, molecular 

diffusiondiffusion means that each molecular means that each molecular 

atomic species has its own scale atomic species has its own scale 

height.  height.  

Dominant ConstituentDominant Constituent

00--200 Km  200 Km  NitrogenNitrogen

200200--1000 Km  1000 Km  OxygenOxygen

10001000--2500 Km 2500 Km HeliumHelium

2500 2500 –– 88--14 Earth Radii  14 Earth Radii  HydrogenHydrogen



Introduction to the IONOSPHEREIntroduction to the IONOSPHERE

3. Index of refraction; definition of plasma frequency and 3. Index of refraction; definition of plasma frequency and gyrofrequencygyrofrequency

(introduction of magnetic field).(introduction of magnetic field).



Radio Waves Refract just like lightRadio Waves Refract just like light



Illustration of Atmospheric EffectsIllustration of Atmospheric Effects

Elevation Refraction Range Delay



INDEX OF REFRACTIONINDEX OF REFRACTION
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  =  the angular frequency of the radar wave,

Y =  Y cos ,    Y  =  Ysin ,

    =  angle between the wave vector k and B

k    =  wave vector of propagating radiation,

B    =  geomagnetic field,    N    =  electron density

e      =  electronic charge,    m   =  electron mass,

and  permittivity constant.
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4. 4. DebyeDebye length/length/DebyeDebye sphere why important sphere why important 



5. 5. DebyeDebye length/length/DebyeDebye sphere sphere 

The The DebyeDebye length is a measure of the plasma’s ability to shield out electlength is a measure of the plasma’s ability to shield out electric ric 

potentials that are applied to it.potentials that are applied to it.

The The DebyeDebye length marks the division between different regimes of length marks the division between different regimes of 

plasma’s behavior; i.e. collective plasma motion versus that of plasma’s behavior; i.e. collective plasma motion versus that of individual individual 

particle motion.particle motion.

Plasma phenomenon that take place over distances greater than thPlasma phenomenon that take place over distances greater than the e 

DebyeDebye length must be described in terms of collective behavior of thelength must be described in terms of collective behavior of the

plasma.  plasma.  



DebyeDebye LengthLength

1.  Plasma will not support large 1.  Plasma will not support large 
potential variations (i.e. will seek potential variations (i.e. will seek 
to maintain charge neutrality) over to maintain charge neutrality) over 
distances larger than the distances larger than the DebyeDebye
length.length.

2.  Potential gradients that do exist 2.  Potential gradients that do exist 
have a characteristic length have a characteristic length 
parameter equal to a parameter equal to a DebyeDebye lengthlength

3. These potential gradients are 3. These potential gradients are 
characterized by a natural characterized by a natural 
oscillation frequency known as oscillation frequency known as 
the plasma frequency.the plasma frequency.



DebyeDebye length dependencelength dependence

The Debye length is 
increasing with altitude -

from a few millimeter in the 

D-region up to meters in the 
magnetosphere

DebyeDebye length in E and F length in E and F 

region is 0.1 to 1 cm.region is 0.1 to 1 cm.



DebyeDebye cutoffcutoff

Ion

Electron cloud

Debye length λD

λradar∝1/kradar

(λD/ λradar)
2<<1

⇒ (kradar λD)2 << 1

⇒ Incoherent Scattering



DebyeDebye cutoffcutoff

Ion

Electron cloud

Debye length λD

λradar∝1/kradar

(λD/ λradar)
2>1

⇒ (kradar λD)2 > 1

⇒ Not Incoherent Scattering



5. Different regions of ionosphere 5. Different regions of ionosphere 

1)  Low latitudes1)  Low latitudes

2)  Mid2)  Mid--latitudeslatitudes

3)    High3)    High--latitudes latitudes 



Jicamarca ISR - Low Latitudes



Equatorial Anomalies 

Spread Poleward

TEC Hole

Poleward SAPS Electric Field Strips 

Away Outer Layers of Plasmasphere

Key West

Guiana

GPS Samples 

Ionosphere/Plasmasphere TEC





SCINDASCINDA



21:00 UT

Uplift

Downwelling

Guiana

Key West





IS Coordinated Science IS Coordinated Science 

at Midat Mid--LatitudesLatitudes

Storm Studies

Instabilities

SED
Current and 

Past ISRs



Positive Phase Storm StudiesPositive Phase Storm Studies
Millstone Hill ISR, NeMillstone Hill ISR, Ne

Sep 8, 2005 Sep 10, 2005

•Daytime positive phase lasting for ~13 hours

•Background increase after the sunrise; main increase after 17 UT

•Maximum Ne at 19-20 UT

•Increase in h
m
F2 by ~100 km

•Decrease in Te by up to ~1000K, enhancement in Ti by 50-200K



Arecibo NeArecibo Ne

Sep 8, 2005 Sep 10, 2005

Positive storm phase after ~15 UT

Maximum Ne at 21-22 UT, i.e. 1.5-2 hours later than at Millstone Hill

Uplift of the F-layer



Positive phase mechanismsPositive phase mechanisms

�� Increase in oxygen density (Increase in oxygen density (Burns et al, 1991, Burns et al, 1991, 
19951995))

�� Equatorward Equatorward meridionalmeridional wind (wind (Jones and Jones and RishbethRishbeth, , 
19711971))

�� Electric field (Electric field (LanzerottiLanzerotti et al., 1975, Huang et al., et al., 1975, Huang et al., 
2005, 2005, SwisdakSwisdak et al., 2006et al., 2006))

�� Downward Downward protonosphericprotonospheric plasma fluxesplasma fluxes



Millstone Hill ISR: Ne, Te, Ti, Vi at 17 UTMillstone Hill ISR: Ne, Te, Ti, Vi at 17 UT

Ne

Ti

Te

Vi



Arecibo ISR Ne, Te, Ti, Vi at 19 UTArecibo ISR Ne, Te, Ti, Vi at 19 UT

Ne

Ti

Te

Vi



UHF Coherent Backscatter: UHF Coherent Backscatter: MicroscaleMicroscale SAPS/SAID PhysicsSAPS/SAID Physics

Farley-Buneman two stream irregularity scatter from E region

Up to 90 dB power return over incoherent scatter

UHF = kinetic regime: scatter maps driving electric field

[Foster and Erickson, 2000]



2003 Nov 202003 Nov 20





High latitudes are differentHigh latitudes are different
QuickTime™ and a
GIF decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



At high latitudes electron (and proton) with solar wind At high latitudes electron (and proton) with solar wind 

origin creates additional ionization, seen as aurora origin creates additional ionization, seen as aurora 

borealis/borealis/australisaustralis dispaysdispays



MagnetosphereMagnetosphere



The SunThe Sun--Earth environmentEarth environment

Coronal Mass Ejection (CME)



CME 7. November 2004CME 7. November 2004



Ion outflowIon outflow

Not a “one way” system - The interaction between the 

ionosphere and the magnetosphere is dynamic and complex



28 November 2000 
Nome, Alaska 
John Russell

AuroralAuroral

ActivityActivity


